Abstract-The effect of a nonuniform spectrum on performance of a spectral amplitude coded optical code division multiple access system is investigated. The signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) as a function of nonuniformity of the source spectrum has been computed. Use of multiple sources is proposed to reduce spectral nonuniformity of the source and consequently the SIR.
I. INTRODUCTION
O PTICAL code division multiple access (OCDMA) has been proposed in the last decade. In an OCDMA system each user is assigned a specific code from a family of orthogonal codes. A greater number of users in the system requires longer codes to have sufficient number of orthogonal codes. The coding can be done either in time domain or in spectral domain. For a time coded signal, the chip width (width of narrow pulses forming the code) is much smaller than the bit duration and the chip energy spills over the neighboring chips due to dispersion. The code then does not remain orthogonal and the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) of the system deteriorates. For a spectrally coded OCDMA system, the bit is coded by spectral chips. The source has a broad spectrum which is divided into narrow wavelength subbands called "spectral chip." The data is coded according to the code by presence or absence of a particular spectral subband [1] . Inexpensive broadband sources like light-emitting diodes (LEDs) can be used for generating spectrally coded signals. Invariably, these sources do not have a uniform spectral distribution. The orthogonality of the codes is guaranteed for the M-sequence code if all the spectral chips have equal power [1] . The nonuniform spectrum of the source affects the orthogonality of the codes leading to multi-user interference (MUI). Various methods have been proposed to reduce the effect of nonuniformity of the spectrum of the source on the SAC-OCDMA system [2] , [3] . In this letter, we propose the use of multiple incoherent sources to enhance spectral flatness and carry out an analysis of a SAC-OCDMA system using multiple incoherent sources. The proposed system requires a lesser number of gratings compared to that in [3] . The analysis is further extended to a system having random deviations in the spectrum. 
II. BASIC SAC-OCDMA SYSTEM
Consider a system with users. Let each user be assigned an N-chip M-sequence code denoted by N subband wavelengths. The code is assumed to be binary with "0" indicating absence of energy in the subband and "1" indicating presence of unit energy in the subband.
Let and be (0,1) sequences of code family. The length of the code is and the weight of the code is . The periodic correlation of the two sequences is given by [1] (1)
The code has a property that and . Let be the complement of the sequence , whose elements are given by . We then have (2) For this code then if
if (4) Fig. 1 shows the schematic of a SAC-OCDMA system using the above code. A broadband optical signal is modulated by the data bits in time domain by each user. The same or different wideband sources can be used by different users. The optically modulated signal is connected to spectral encoder. Spectral coding is realized by dropping appropriate spectral chips.
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On the receiver side, the signal power is equally divided among all the receivers using a power splitter and detected using a balanced receiver. The balanced receiver essentially performs mathematical operation . Each receiver consists of a 3-dB power divider whose outputs are filtered by two sets of FBGs. Set A has spectral characteristic which is same as that of the code of the desired user. The other FBG, set B, has the complementary spectral response, i.e., the wavelength bands which are stopped by set A are passed by set B and vice versa. The filtered signals are given to a balanced detector which consists of two photodiodes. In an ideal case, the output of the balanced detector is zero for the undesired user (that is, the user for which the receiver is not designed) and for the desired user the output is . In an ideal case, therefore, the receiver has no MUI.
An ideal SAC-OCDMA system for which the MUI is zero consists of a broadband optical source with uniform spectrum. However, it is difficult and expensive to have a uniform spectrum source. To reduce the cost of the system, a broadband LED source is proposed to be used in the system. However, since an LED does not have a uniform spectrum, it results in unequal power distribution in the spectral chips, resulting in nonzero MUI in the system.
III. METHOD TO IMPROVE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
In the previous section, it is observed that a single-LED source has a nonuniform spectrum and consequently the MUI is nonzero. Various methods have been proposed to reduce the effect of nonuniform spectrum on SIR. One of the simplest methods is to use a limited spectrum around the central wavelength so that there is negligible deviation from spectral flatness. Since each spectral chip has to have certain minimum power and hence certain minimum bandwidth, this option limits the number of users in a system. An alternative [2] proposal has been to vary the width of the spectral chip to have equal power in each chip. In this case, however, a variable bandwidth filter is to be designed for each spectral chip, increasing the complexity of the system. The method described in [3] is also complex to implement.
Since the SAC-OCDMA system is a noncoherent system, we propose to use multiple LEDs with staggered central wavelengths. If the central wavelengths are staggered by approximately full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the LEDs, the combined spectrum will have wide spectrum with enhanced flatness.
In a general system, let there be LEDs with central wavelengths and spectral widths , respectively. Output power of the K LEDs is combined using a coupler. Assuming that each LED has the Gaussian spectral distribution, the spectrum of the combined output is given as (5) Generally, the spectral width of an LED is more or less decided by its configuration and temperature. In our further analysis, therefore, we assume that all the LEDs have same spectral width, i.e.,
. One can then vary only the central wavelengths of the LEDs to vary the spectral flatness of the source. One can note that if is very small compared to , the spectrum is more or less same as that of the single LED, i.e., without any improvement in the spectral flatness. On the other extreme, if
, there is again a large deviation in the spectrum. It, thus, suggests that for a given spectral width of LEDs, there are optimum central wavelengths for maximum spectral flatness. Also for those optimal wavelengths, as the number of LEDs increases, the spectral deviation from the flatness asymptotically approaches to a finite value and the spectral flatness cannot be improved beyond a certain limit. The use of more LEDs would, however, be desirable to increase the spectral width of the source and consequently the number of users in the system. Fig. 2 shows the peak to peak spectral ripple as a function of " " defined as (6) for a different number of LEDs. The value of is assumed to be 50 nm. As can be seen from Fig. 2 , the minimum of spectral ripple converges to 0.04 for a number of LEDs greater than 2. The minimum ripple (maximum spectral flatness) occurs when LED spectral separation is approximately 2.2 . For two or more LEDs, the best value of the ripple is about 4% and is independent of the number of LEDs. Hence, one can conclude that use of more than two LEDs is not required for the improvement of the spectral flatness but only for broadening the spectral width of the source.
Let us now compare the performances of two-LED system with that of a single-LED system. Signal-to-multi-user interference ratio (SIR) defined as SIR (7) is used for comparing the two schemes. The summation in the denominator is over the users transmitting simultaneously. For a uniform spectrum source, the denominator in (7) is zero due to property (4) and we get infinite SIR. However, for the source spectrum given by (5), the SIR will be finite and will depend on the number of active users.
For simulation purposes, let us assume that the spectral chips are 1 nm wide and the code length is 63. The code then occupies a spectral band 63 nm wide. For a single-LED system, the variation of the chip amplitude is from 0.81 to 1, i.e., about 10% around the mean. Fig. 3 shows the variation of mean SIR as a function of number of users with single-LED source and two-LED source with code lengths 63 and 127. For a given number of users , the number of active users at a given instant will vary statistically from 1 to M. The mean is obtained over different active users for a given number of users. The vertical bar indicates the variation in the SIR due to statistical variation in the number of active users. The worst case (when all users are active) SIR for the single-LED system is 2.06 10 . For the two-LED system, the chip amplitude variation is 1.3% (for 1 nm chip) and consequently the worst case SIR is 7.4 10 . Use of a two-LED system therefore improves the OCDMA performance by 15.55 dB. A similar analysis for the system with code length of 127 shows that the worst case SIR for a two-LED system is 1.3 10 . It may be noted that the difference in the worst case SIR for the systems, with code lengths 63 and 127, is due to the difference in chip amplitude variation (1.3% for code length of 63 and 4% for code length of 127) and not due to the number of users. From the plots in Fig. 3 , it can be noted that as the number of users increases, the statistical variation on the system performance reduces and one gets more or less steady mean performance. For fewer users however, the SIR statistically varies by a factor ranging between 1 and 10.
IV. EFFECT OF RANDOM VARIATION OF POWER
IN SPECTRAL CHIPS In the previous section, we discussed the performance of an OCDMA system using multiple LEDs to realize the wideband optical source. There may be other options possible for spectral broadening. In general, these sources can have spectral flatness within certain limits. For a wide spectrum and a large number of users we may then assume the source spectrum to have statistical deviation around certain mean level. Fig. 4 shows the variation of worst case SIR as a function of peak to peak variation in spectral chip amplitude for the code lengths 63 and 127. It can be seen that for a given variation in spectral chip amplitude the SIR is more or less independent of the code length. To get the bit-error ratio (BER) in the system below 10 , the SIR of the system should be at least 32, which corresponds to a variation in spectral chip amplitude of 34%.
V. CONCLUSION
Investigation of a spectral amplitude coding based OCDMA system with nonuniform spectrum sources like an LED is carried out here. To reduce the effect of nonuniform spectrum of an LED on SIR, use of multiple LEDs per user is proposed. It is shown that there is optimum separation for the central wavelengths of the LEDs to give maximum spectral flatness. For the optimal system, the spectral ripple is about 4% and is independent of the number of LEDs. An increase in the number of LEDs, however, is desirable to increase the number of users.
A multiple-LED system shows SIR improvement greater than 15 dB over the single-LED system. Although the multiple LED system gives chip amplitude variation of 4%, for a BER of 10 , a variation up to 34% can be tolerated in the chip amplitudes.
